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Abstract

With the increasing complexity of large-scale distributed (LSD) systems, an efficient monitoring mechanism
has become an essential service for improving the performance and reliability of such complex applications.
This paper presents ascalable, dynamic, flexibleand non-intrusivemonitoring architecture for managing
large-scale distributed (LSD) systems. This architecture, which is is referred to as the HiFi monitoring sys-
tem, detects and classifies interesting primitive and composite events and performs either a corrective or
steering action. When appropriate, information is also disseminated to management applications, such reac-
tive control tools. The monitoring architecture employs a hierarchicalevent filtering approach that distributes
the monitoring load and limits event propagation. This significantly improvesscalabilityandperformance
while minimizing the monitoringintrusiveness. The architecture providesdynamic monitoring capabilities
through subscription policies that enable users to add, delete and modify monitoring demands on-the-fly,
and a programmable environment that facilitates development of self-directed monitoring tasks. Increased
flexibility is achieved through a declarative and comprehensible monitoring language,simple code instrumen-
tation process, and automated monitoring agents administration. The outlined solution offers improvements
over related works by supporting new monitoring techniques such as hierarchical filtering-based monitoring
and filter incarnation that improve the monitoring scalability and dynamism which are required for manag-
ing large-scale distributed systems. The HiFi monitoring system hasbeen implemented and used at the Old
Dominion University for monitoring and steering Interactive RemoteInstruction (IRI) which is a large-scale
distributed multimedia system for distance learning.

Key words: Distributed systems management, monitoring, event correlation, application Steering, fault Re-
covery.
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1 Introduction

On-line monitoring is essential for observing and improving the reliability and performance of large-scale
distributed (LSD) systems. Examples of LSD systems include large-scale collaborative distance learning,
video teleconferencing, distributed interactive simulation, and Internetdigital libraries. In an LSD environ-
ment, large numbers of events are generated by system components during their execution and interaction
with external objects (e.g. users or processes). These events must be monitored to accurately determine the
run-time behavior of an LSD system and to obtain status information that is required for steering applications
or performing a corrective action. However, the manner in which events aregenerated in an LSD system
is complex and represents a number of challenges for an on-line monitoring system. Correlated events are
generated concurrently and can occur from multiple locations distributed throughout the environment. This
makes monitoring an intricate task and complicates the management decision process. Furthermore, the large
number of entities and the geographical distribution inherent with LSDsystems increases the challenge of
addressing important issues, such as performance bottlenecks, scalability, and application perturbation. HiFi
is an attempt to deliver a monitoring architecture that explicitly addresses the challenges and requirements
associated with managing large-scale distributed systems.

HiFi employs a hierarchical event filtering-based monitoring architectureto distribute the monitoring load
in application environment. Based on a user’s monitoring requests, themonitoring system determines the
appropriate agent or set of agents within the hierarchy to be tasked with inspection and evaluation of appli-
cation events. The monitoring system uses fine grain decomposition andallocation mechanisms to ensure
that filtering tasks are efficiently distributed among the monitoring agents and prevent events propagation in
the network. This distributed architecture improves thescalability and theperformanceof the monitoring
process, while reducing theintrusivenessin the application environment. In addition, HiFi supportsdynamic
subscriptionandfilter incarnationservices that, respectively, enable manipulating the monitoring requestsat
run-time without interfering with the running application, and specifying programmable management tasks
that can automatically initiate new monitoring operations based on the events detection.

A number of monitoring approaches and systems for monitoring distributed systems have been proposed
(e.g., [4, 10, 11, 13, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 24]. Although someof these systems have various design goals and
objectives, they are insufficient to support a scalable and fine grain eventfiltering mechanism for monitoring
“large-scale” distributed systems such as Internet-based applications. In addition, the monitoring/filtering
tasks in such systems are usually static and do not support defining a programmable management “actions”.
In [1], we present a survey and evaluation of number of proposed monitoring and filtering systems This work
try to bridge this gap by designing and developing a monitoring architecture that explicitly addresses the
challenges and the requirements imposed by managing large-scale distributedsystems. Each component in
the overall system is accounted for, from the instrumentation, user subscriptions, event filtering to information
dissemination and management reaction. This results in the design and implementation of a comprehensive,
scalable, dynamic, flexible and non-intrusive monitoring architecturefor large-scale distributed systems.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains HiFi monitoringmodel and language specifications;
Section 3 describes the monitoring system architecture; Section 4 explainsthe monitoring process, includ-
ing algorithms and protocols developed for the implement hierarchical monitoring; Section 5 provides an
overview of the HiFi system implementation and performance evaluation compared with other monitoring
architectures; Section 6 illustrates, by example, the effectiveness of usingHiFi approach for steering dis-
tributed multi-point applications; and Section 7 presents the summaryand concluding remarks.
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2 Monitoring Model and Language

In order to present a complete abstraction of the monitoring problem, our work must include modeling the
application behavior, themonitoring demands, and themonitoring mechanismwith considering the design
objectives presented in Section 1. In this section, we present the monitoring model and the language repre-
senting this model.

2.1 Event-based Abstraction of Application Behavior

The program behavior can be expresses in a set of events revealed by the application during execution. In
our monitoring model, we call the monitored programsevent producerswhich continuously emitevents
that express the execution status. Aneventis a significant occurrence in a system that is represented by a
notification message. A notification message typically contains information that captures eventcharacteristics
such as event type, event values, event generation time, event source, and statechanges.Event signalingis
the process of generating and reporting an event notification. We also classify two types of events used in
our model:primitive eventswhich are based on a single notification message, andcomposite eventswhich
depend on more than one notification message. In the monitoring language,the event format (notification) is
a variable sequence ofevent attributesdetermined by the user but it has a fixed header used in the monitoring
process. An event attribute is a predicate that contains theattribute namewhich typically represents a variable
in the producer (i.e, program) and a value. The event format also determinesthe type of event signaling:
Immediateto forward the generated event immediately, orDelayedto allow buffering or batching events
in the producer before sending them. Table 1 shows the formal definition of the event in BNF. This event
abstraction enables consumers (1) to specify any arbitrary event format in a declarative way, and (2) to
construct a complex (multi-level) abstraction of a program behavior using composite events. In addition,
the event abstraction enables the consumers/users to assign values to the event attributes and does not require
specifying attribute type (e.g.,int, float or string). This provides a simpler interface than CORBA
IDL [9].

2.2 Filter-based Abstraction of Monitoring Demands

We call the monitoring objects (e.g., human or software programs)event consumerssince they receive and
present the forwarded monitoring information. The consumers specifytheir monitoring demands via send-
ing a filter program via thesubscription processwhich configures the monitoring system accordingly (see
Figure 1). In our model, the filter consists of three major components: theevent expressionwhich specifies
the relation between the interesting event ,filter expressionwhich specifies the attributes value or the relation
between the attributes of different events, and theactionto be performed if both event and filters expressions
aretrue. Table 2 shows the formal definition of the filter in BNF.

As the event abstraction emphasizes the declarative aspect of the model, the filter abstraction. For instance,
the filter abstraction enables consumers to describe the expression relation between the attributes of different
events as well as between the events which improves the expressive power andthe usability of the moni-
toring language. In addition, consumers can overload the attributes valuesin the events in order to create a
different event instance in the filter program. The action component is used by consumers to support reactive
control services, such as fault recovery and application steering. The action specification is described in the
Section 2.3.
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2.3 Event-Subscription-based Monitoring Model

The monitoring model must be capable of supporting the target applications and the objectives of the moni-
toring architecture. In the above discussion, event abstraction and filterabstraction determines the inputs to
the monitoring system. Figure 1 shows the basic operations of themonitoring model. The producer behavior
is observed based on the event generated (event-based) and on the monitoring requests (subscription-based).
Therefore, as illustrated in the Figure 1, events received in the monitoring system are classified based on
exiting filters. If an event is detected, the action specified in the filter is performed such as forwarding the
monitoring information to the corresponding consumers. Thus, our monitoring can be viewed as anevent-
demand-drivenmodel. Actions in the monitoring model can be simplyexecuting a program(local or remote)
or forwardingthe detected event to the corresponding consumers which are both necessary for automatic fault
recovery and application steering, respectively. In order to improve the dynamism and the expressive power
of the monitoring system,the model provides more complex actions:a new event or a filter incarnation (see
Figure 1). Generating new events enables the consumers to observe the status of the system after performing
an action. As a result, the new event may also trigger other specified filters or management operations. This
event-filter-action cycle enables consumers to activate a series (loop) of monitoring operations (filters and ac-
tions) automatically without their intervention. In addition, generating a new event is useful for suppressing
events by generating a “summary” event which summarizes the information of detecting a composite event.
These features has have a significant impact in improving the expressivepower, scalability and performance
of HiFi system.
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An action can also be a filter manipulation (typically, adding a new filter, deleting a filter, and modifying a
filter). For example, another new filter can be activated in the monitoring environment as a result of detecting
an event. We call thisfilter incarnationprocess (see Table 2 and Figure 1) because a filter may add, delete
or modify a new filter in the system. The filter incarnation enablesdynamic monitoringwhich allows the
monitoring system to re-configure itself automatically based on event occurrences. This feature is enables
the consumer to control the monitoring granularity, and thereby minimizing its intrusiveness. In particular,
the consumers can subscribe for a small number of filters, however, thesefilters may activate other filters
when a specific event pattern is detected [1]. Therefore, the monitoring model supports dynamically acti-
vating/deactivating the appropriate monitoring operations (or filters) at the right time (event), and thereby
relieving the system environment from the overhead of launching multiple filters or monitoring requests si-
multaneously. Figure 3 shows the formal definition of the monitoraction in BNF. In [1], we present more
discussion and examples on HiFi monitoring language specifications.

3 Hierarchical Filtering-based Monitoring Architecture

In our monitoring architecture, the task of detecting primitive and composite events is distributed among ded-
icated monitoring programs calledmonitoring agents(MA). MA is an application-level monitoring program
that runs independently of other applications in the system and that communicates with the outside world
(including producers and consumers) via message-passing. HiFi has two types of MAs: local monitoring
agents (LMA), anddomain monitoring agents (DMA)(see Figure 2). The former is responsible of detect-
ing primitive events generated by local applications in the same machine while the latter is responsible of
detecting composite events which are beyond the LMA scope of knowledge.One or more producer entities
(i.e., processes) are connected to a local LMA in the same machine. Every group of LMAs related to one
domain (geographical or logical domain) is attached to one DMA or more1. These DMAs are also connected
to higher DMAs to form a hierarchical structure for exchanging the monitoring information. Because of the
different roles of LMA and DMA, LMAs use Direct Acyclic Graph (DAG), however, DMAs use Petri Nets
(PN) in order to record and track the event history. In the following, we describe the agent management and
communication protocols used in HiFi for distributing the monitoring tasks and information.

3.1 Distributed Filtering Management Protocol

Event filtering is a key element in the monitoring architecture. HiFi management protocol divides the event
filtering tasks into three different levels:

Identity-based Filtering: This level of filtering is performed in the application itself by theEvent Reporting
Stub (ERS)which is a HiFi supported library provided to facilitate the code instrumentation process. Primi-
tive events sent from the producer are actually generated by ERS that has been linked in producer code during
compilation. ERS generates only the interesting events involved in at least one filter subscription. ERS checks
the events identity (i.e., name) and suppresses all events reported by theproducers that are not contained in
an active filter. This “event-identity filtering” represents the first filtering level in the monitoring hierarchy.
ERS forwards interesting primitive events to its local LMA in the same machine via a UNIX communication1More than one DMA may be used for fault tolerance
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channels [23].

Content-based Filtering: Content-based filtering is often also referred to as “local filtering”. When a prim-
itive event is received by an LMA, the LMA checks its DAG for any matching event in the local filtering
information. If this match is found, then the contents (attributes) of the received primitive event is checked
according to the filter subscription information. If an interesting primitive event is detected, LMA notifies
its conducting DMA and/or a group of DMAs in the next higher level ofthe hierarchy. This implies that the
forwarded event must be part of another composite event or a filter for which a consumer has subscribed.
LMAs may directly forward the detected primitive event to the corresponding manager(s), if this event is not
contained in any correlation, and the consumers requestForwardaction (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Hierarchical Filtering-based Monitoring Architecture

Correlation-based Filtering: Correlation-based filtering is also called “domain filtering”. The DMAs collect
information from their local LMAs and check for any match of a composite event in their domains. A
composite event in this case could be for example a correlation expression between two events. The EX
or FX (EventExpr (EX)andFilter Expr (FX) in Figure 2) evaluation of a filter could be distributed among
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several DMAs based on the location of related events in each predicate. The processof decomposing and
allocating EX and FX is described in in Section 4.

Upon receiving a primitive event from LMA, DMA evaluates each related event correlation expression, typ-
ically EX and FX, in its filter internal representation or PN. If an expression evaluates totrue, then either
this expression represents the entire EX and FX, or it is a segment of the EX and FX. In the former case, the
DMA declares detecting a user filter by notifying the corresponding consumers, and performing the action
specified in the filter. In the later case, the DMA forwards this composite event (evaluation result) to the next
higher DMA in the hierarchy which, in turn, checks for the existence of this composite event in any of its
event correlation expressions (EX and FX). If this match is found, theDMA uses this composite event for
further filtering and evaluation of EX and FX. Otherwise, this hierarchicalcommunication continues until the
composite event reaches a DMA that needs this information to complete evaluating EX and FX. It should be
noted that if the first DMA detects a composite event, then there must be ahigher DMA in the hierarchy that
can utilize this composite event for further filtering and evaluation ofEX and FX. On the other hand, if the
primitive event is not detected by the first DMA, then the DMA also forwards this event to any DMA in its
containingset which have more global knowledge about the events occurring in thesystem. A containing set
of a DMA is a list of DMAs that includes the parent and the predecessor parents of this DMA. This hierarchi-
cal filtering continues until the primitive event is detected by a DMA and the process proceeds as described
above or it gets rejected by the DMA root.

The number of levels in the monitoring hierarchy is dictated by the requirements of LSD systems, and ad-
justed based on ESL (see Figure 4) . When a primitive event is detected by aDMA, this DMA may buffer
the received event until all other events composing EX or FX become available. The DMA then restores the
event information and evaluates the event or filter expression accordingly.

3.2 Monitoring Agents Communication Protocols

HiFi consists of a group of collaborative agents (LAM and DMA) that communicate with each other, with
application entities and with events consumers (manager programs) in orderto classify and events. In the fol-
lowing, we describe the communication protocols used by the monitoring entities (MAs, ERS and manager)
during their operations.

LMA-ERS Communication: ERS communicates with LMA in the same machine via UNIX sockets com-
munication channels [23]. The upstream communication is used to send primitive events from ERS to an
LMA, and the downstream is used to receivecontrol informationsuch as activation and deactivation of event
reporting (event signaling).

Agents Virtual Hierarchy: The LMAs and DMAs communicate with each other to forward primitive and/or
composite event as described in Section 3, and send control information such as re-assigning LMA(s) to an-
other DMA for load adaptation. The monitoring agents (LMAs and DMAs) use Reliable Multicast Server
(RMS) described in [2] for communication. As shown in Figure 2, LMAsand DMAs create and joinLMA-
Grp andDMAGrp multicast groups, respectively. This implies that events sent to DMAGrp, for example,
are delivered to all DMAs in the network. However, monitoring agents utilized thedynamic group masking
feature in RMS described in [2] to selectively send events to a subset of theentire group (e.g., DMAGrp).
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In particular, the message that encapsulates the a forwarded event must include the agents IDs (Machine-
Name.DomainName) of intended recipients within this group. This enables RMS to dynamically filter out
other members from this delivery. RMS also permits members outside thegroup to send a multicast message
reliably to the group. For this reason, LMAs and DMAs utilizing thisservice to forward events and control
information between the LMAGrp and DMAGrp.

Manager-Agent Communication: As described in the monitoring model 2, the monitoring agents may
communicate with number of managers who involved in the same monitoring environment/application. This
communication RMS is also use in this case to enables an efficient group communication between agents
and managers in the same application. Managers usually send to agents event, filter and environment infor-
mation which are necessary to perform the monitoring operations. On theother hand, agents forward event
notifications or control information to one or more manager based on their subscription requests.

Although agents employ a hierarchical management protocol for event monitoring, it is avirtual hierarchy
which is formed by LMAs and DMAs, over RMS reliable group communication. This multicast-based virtual
hierarchy provides several key advantages in HiFi architecture. It is more efficient and dynamic than point-
point communication. Managers/consumers can subscribe/unsubscribe dynamically. It also improves the
robustness and the survivability of the monitoring architecture inthe presence of agent failure or network
partitioning [1].

4 Monitoring Process

The monitoring operation comprises a number of stages including monitoring specification, program instru-
mentation, agents organization, consumers’ subscriptions, events detection, and information dissemination
and presentation. In this section, the overall view of the monitoringprocess is presented with a description of
the protocols and algorithms used to execute the monitoring process.

4.1 Monitoring Specification

Prior to any monitoring operation, consumers must use the HiFi system language to describe the monitor-
ing specification. Users start with specifying the environment specifications (ESL) and events specifications
(HESL) that describe the application distribution and the interesting events. Then, users proceed to the next
step which is application code instrumentation. This stage includes twobasic steps: (1) inserting events
sensors, calleduser sensors, in the program code in order to generate events from the monitored program,
(2) running the application code through theInstrumentation Preprocessor (IP)which replaces the user sen-
sors with extended sensors calledsystem sensorswhich provides low level representation of events, and (3)
compiling and linking the instrumented code with an external instrumentation library called Event Reporting
Stub (ERS). TheMonitoring Language Processor (MLP)parses and analyzes the events and application envi-
ronment specifications supplied by users to construct themonitoring-based knowledgerequired for pursuing
further monitoring operations including agent allocation and events/filers distribution.
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4.2 Automatic Agents Organization: Hierarchical Setup Protocol

The main objective of developing network and system management tools is to facilitate administrating sys-
tems and networks. The employment of a complex hierarchical agent structurethat complies to a certain
management protocol may cause extra overhead in the agents administration. Starting monitoring agents,
distributing the roles, allocating tasks and synchronizing the communication between the agents are exam-
ples of administrative tasks which are performed before the monitoring and management operations take
place. In this section, we present a protocol that automates starting, allocating and setting up the agent hier-
archy automatically after the the execution of the instrumented program andwithout the involvement of the
users or consumers. Figure 4 shows theprotocol interaction diagrambetween the involved parties of this
activity. In the following, we present a high-level description of the this protocol, however, the full algorithm
is presented in [1].

When the manager (consumer) program starts, it joins the MgrGrp and waits for confirmation from the MAs
to before sending filter programs. When event producers start, every ERScreates its associated LMA and
waits for a confirmation to resume execution. Each LMA then establishes thecommunication channels with
ERS, LMAGrp and MgrGrp and then it waits for the manager to disseminate the environment information
(EnvInfoMsg). When the LMAs receive the environment information from the manager, they start an elec-
tion process in each domain to appoint an LMA domain leader that creates the DMA andestablish the second
level in the hierarchy. After the the DMA is created, LMA leader transfer the environment information (En-
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vInfoMsg) to the DMAs in next level. Similarly, the DMAs go through an election process to appoint a
DMA leader that creates the next higher DMA in the hierarchy. This process continues until the DMA root
(DMAroot) is created. When theDMAroot is created and the agent hierarchy is completed,DMAroot
immediately sends a confirmation to the manger to resume operation. The manager then multicast the event
information (EvInfoMsg) which is used later by the ERS for construction and reporting events. Upon receiv-
ing event information (EvInfoMsg), ERS (i.e., event producer) thenresumes execution.

This protocol is used to automate the start up procedure of HiFi agents.With a hierarchical of four levels,
four domains and twenty two machines, the maximum time consumed by the automatic agent organization
protocol is 8 seconds after the manager starts. The protocols scales well with the number of agents (or
machines) since DMAs at the same level and LMAs perform this protocol concurrently and the effect of the
hierarchy height is minimal.

The protocol is fault resilient in the presence of crashes or communicationfailures [1]. A process crash
or abnormal leaves in the groups (ERS, LMAGrp, DMAGrp and MgrGrp) are immediately propagated by
RMS [2] to the rest of the agents which then may abandon the start up process. This guarantees that the final
confirmation is sent only if the entire agents hierarchy is constructed successfully.
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This protocol is implemented and used in HiFi start up process. The protocols also scales very well with
the number of agents since DMAs at the same level and LMAs operate concurrently and the effect of the
hierarchy height is minimal. It also is important to mention that processcrashes and abnormal leaves in the
groups (ERS, LMAGrp, DMAGrp and MgrGrp) are immediately propagated to the rest of the agents which
then may abandon the process and quit. This guarantees that the final confirmation is sent only if the entire
agents hierarchy is constructed successfully.

4.3 Dynamic Subscription Process

After monitoring agents get distributed and organized (as described in Section 4.2), manager(s) receive a
notification or a “ready signal” to start the subscription process. The subscription process consists of two
steps: (1) event distribution, and (2) filter subscription. In this section, we describe the algorithms used in
HiFi subscription process.

4.3.1 Events Distribution

After the events are specified by consumers using HESL, the MLP processes the event specification to con-
struct a mapping between each “primitive event” and its corresponding “LMA”.This PE-LMA mapping is
important for LMAs to determine their event filtering role (i.e., which primitive event is interesting). This
mapping is constructed based on the event and environment specifications. Asshown in Figure 5, using
HESL, an event can be mapped to a module name. Since there is many-to-many mapping betweenEvents
andModules, a list of modules could be obtained. Then, using ESL, the module list can be mapped fur-
ther to a list of domains, machines or both. The resulted list are then combined to obtain a list of LMAs
from which this primitive event is originated. Notice that mapping from machine or domain name to LMA
is straightforward since, in any domain, there is only one LMA per machine. This mapping is performed
by PrimEventToLMA()algorithm. The PE-LMA mapping information is automatically disseminated by the
manager to all LMAs after the hierarchical setup described in Section 4.2 is completed. Therefore, upon re-
ceiving PE-LMA mapping information, each LMA immediately determines associated events and configures
its DAG accordingly.

+Event Name

+Machines List

Domains List

Domains List

Module Name LMA(s) ListMachines List

Figure 5: Primitive Event to LMAs Mapping
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4.3.2 Filter Decomposition And Allocation

The next step of the subscription process starts when a consumer (manager) sends afilter program (F in Fig-
ure 3)to MLP. As shown in Figure 3, thefilter parserin MLP reads and parses the filter program to validate
its syntax using HFSL. This filter program (F ) is then decomposed into a set of subfilters (e.g.,F1,..,Fn) such
that each subfilter represents a primitive event. Then subfilters are distributed among LMAs using thefilter
distributor. Thedissemination protocolis then used to multicast each subfilter component (F1,..,Fn) to the
assigned MAs. As a result, each decomposed subfilter is assigned to one or more LMAs based on theenvi-
ronment specificationswhich maps the events to their physical location. The filter distributor also determines
the proper DMAs needed to evaluate the event expression (EX) and filter expression (FX), thereby detecting
the event correlation specified in the original filter (F ). The process of parsing, decomposing and allocating
the filter program is calledfilter processingand performed by the subscription component described in Sec-
tion 5. In the following, we briefly describe the filter decomposing and allocating algorithms. The detailed
discussion of these algorithms can be found in [1].

Events Decomposition And Allocation Algorithm: The purpose of this algorithm is to extract all primitive
events (subfilters) that constitute the event correlation (EX and FX) of a filter. Since all events in the filter
expression must be contained in the event expression, considering EXalone in the decomposition process is
sufficient to collect all primitive events. This algorithm recursively decompose or flatten any composite event
in EX into its comprising primitive events (subfilters) usingDecompEX()function [1]. The algorithm then
uses PrimEventToLMA() for assigning each subfilters to the corresponding LMA(s).

Event Expression Allocation Algorithm: The algorithms described above, enable decomposing and dis-
tribution of the monitoring tasks among LMAs. However, in order to detect the event correlation, EX and
FX must be evaluated. Hence, a proper DMA must be selected for receiving LMAs notifications and eval-
uating the EX of the decomposed filter. The selection criteria of a DMA must comply with the hierarchical
management protocols explained in Section 3.1. This means DMA is selected suchthat LMAs would only
communicate with theircontaining set. Therefore, the DMA candidates must be within the common set
(CommonDMA) of all LMAs participating in detecting this filter (EX). One naive approach is to select the
highestDMA in CommonDMAfor evaluating the EX. This implies a centralized monitoring approach since
the highest common containing DMA is theDMAroot. Another approach is to select alowestDMA in the
containing set. However, this is also not a correct approach because a lowest common DMA may not be
unique and thereby does not contain all LMAs. Therefore, the proper one isthe lowest common singleton
DMA for all LMAs participating in the EX. The singleton DMAs are unique in their level. At the end of this
process, the algorithm disseminates the information of the elected DMA to all concerning LMAs.

Filter Expression Decomposition and Allocation:The last step in processing a filter program is decom-
posing and allocation the filter expression. A filter expression consists of predicates (Pi) linked in a logical
expression. We useRAttPi andLAttPi to denote the right attribute and left attribute ofPi, respectively.
An attribute (AttPi) consists of an event name (Event) and an attribute name (AttName), and we useEventAttPi andAttNameAttPi to denote the event name and the attribute name,respectively, of theright or
left attribute of predicatePi. Similarly,EventRAttPi , for example, is also used to denote the event name of
theright attributeonly of the predicatePi.
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The algorithm presented in Figure 6 is used for decomposing the monitoring demand expressed in a filter
expression (FX) into content-base and correlation-based filtering tasks(subfilters) performed by LMAs and
DMAs, respectively. The algorithm also allocates these filtering tasks to MAs based on the environment
specifications (i.e., events locations) and then disseminates the monitoring tasks to the required MAs. First,
the algorithm uses previous algorithms to convert every composite event in FX into a set of its primitive
events (line 4 and 5). Then, each decomposed CE associated with an attribute inFX is replaced with the
corresponding primitive event that contains this attribute name,AttNameAttpi (line 6 to 8). This goes for
all predicates (Pi) in FX (line 2 through 15) for both left and right attributes of a predicate. So by the end of
line 15,FXdecomposed is flattened into primitive events only which are stored inDecompFX.

The next step in the algorithm is to allocate and distribute these predicates among MA based on the com-
plexity of these attributes. For example, ifAttPi has a constant (VALUE) such as a number or a string in a
left attribute,Pi represents a primitive event which can be handled by LMAs. Similarly, ifthe right attribute
and the left attribute belong to the same event, then this predicate,Pi, also represents a primitive event that
can be allocated to one or more LMAs (line 17). In both cases,PrimEventToLMA()is used to determine the
proper LMA set for detecting the eventEventRAttPi , and then thePi and the filter name are disseminated to
the corresponding LMA set as shown in line 18 and 19. The filter name is included in the multicast message
sent to MAs so so MAs can figure out what primitive events are to be forwarded to this particular DMA. All
LMAs that are assignedPi (subfilter) as a delegation are collected in FXLMAs (line 20) which is usedlater
(line 28) to send them the name of the DMA selected for FX evaluation. If the predicatePi contains two
different events, then thisPi is a correlation and can only be delegated to a DMA (line 21), In line 22 and23,
the algorithm assembles a set of locations for all primitive events composing correlation predicates (Com-
positeFXPred). This set is used later in line 26 to select the DMA that evaluates theFXdecomposed. Then,
theFXdecomposed and the filter name is then sent to the selected DMA (line 27) and the LMAs participating
in evaluatingFXdecomposed are also informed of the DMA location (line 28). As a result of this algorithm,
FX is decomposed into subfilters and a simpler correlation expression which are then allocated to LMAs and
DMAs to distribute monitoring load efficiently and minimize the events propagation and intrusiveness.

4.4 Event Detection

The MAs receive the delegated monitoring tasks (subfilters) [8] and configure themselves accordingly by
inserting these subfilters in its filtering internal representation, such as the direct acyclic graph (DAG) [5]
or Petri Nets (PN) [7]. This process is called filter composition. In [1], we described the filter composition
and optimization techniques to minimize the space requirement imposed by this process in DMAs. Now, the
LMAs and DMAs in themonitoring agent network(see Figure 3) can work cooperatively and collaboratively
using the management protocols described in Section 3.1 for monitoringthe target application based on the
subscription requests (filters).

5 HiFi Implementation and Evaluation

5.1 Design Components Overview

HiFi consists of four main components:Instrumentation, Subscription Service, Event FilteringandControl.
Figure 7 shows the design of the monitoring system in component level and their interactions. Here, we
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Input: A filter expression, FX, and a filter name
Output: Decomposed FX and its LMAs and DMAs evaluators
FilterExprDecompAndAlloc (FX, FilterName)01 DecompFX �02 FXdecomposed FX03 for all Pi 2 FXdecomposed04 if (EventAttPi is CE) then05 PEList DecompEX(EventAttPi )06 for all PEj 2 PEList07 if (AttNameAttPi 2 PEj) then08 EventAttPi  EventPEj09 DecompFX= EventPEj S DecompFX10 end if11 end for12 else13 DecompFX= EventAttPi S DecompFX14 end if15 end for16 for all Pi 2 DecompFX17 if (RAttPi is VALUE _ EventRAttPi = EventLAttPi ) then18 LMAs = PrimEventToLMA(EventRAttPi )19 Distribute(LMAs,<FilterName,Pi >)20 FXLMAs = LMAs

S
FXLMAs21 else22 CompositeFXPred=PrimEventToLMA(EventLAttPi )S23 PrimEventToLMA(EventRAttPi ) S CompositeFXPred24 end if25 end for26 FXDMA  EventExprAlloc(CompositeFXPred)27 Distribute(FXDMA, <FilterName,FXdecomposed >)28 Distribute(FXLMAs, <FilterName, FXDMA>)29 return FXdecomposed, FXLMAs, FXDMA

Figure 6: Filter Expression Decomposition and Allocation Algorithm
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Figure 7: Monitoring Agent Architecture

provide an overview of the HiFi design components but detailed description is presented in [3] and [1].

Instrumentation Component: The process of inserting monitoring instructions inside the codeof observed
programs is called theinstrumentation process. The instrumentation component utilizes the event information
(HESL) supplied by the subscription component to construct low-level event formats called Event Report-
ing Criteria (ERC) that contains events information such as event location, reporting mode, event attributes,
and the type of each attribute. The ERC is then used by the Event ReportingStub (ERS) for constructing
and reporting the event notification. The main function of the instrumentation component is to facilitate
the process of inserting the monitoring instruction or sensors inside the program code. In many monitoring
systems [17, 19], programmers write a considerable size of code for each generated event. This makes the
instrumentation task tedious and error-prone. In HiFi, users only inserts theuser sensethat just specifies
the event name (e.g.,ReportEvent(WarnEvent)). The instrumentation component then pre-processes the
instrumented code and replaces user sensors with extendedsystem sensorsthat convey all events related in-
formation such as machine name, process name, report mode and the attributes types and values. When the
program starts executing, the control is transfered to the ERS which creates the the LMA and initiates the
agents organization protocol as described in Section 4.2.

Subscription Service Component: The monitoring subscription is the process by which the consumers
would express their monitoring demands represented infilter programsusing HFSL. There are two major
subcomponents in the subscription service: (1)Monitoring Language Processorwhich is used for validating,
parsing, and constructing the monitoring-knowledge necessary for distributing events and filtering tasks, and
(2) Monitoring Information Processorwhich is used for retrieving and combining different information from
MB, decomposing and allocating such information to generate monitoringtasks executable by the monitoring
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agents, and packaging and disseminating the produced information such asEnvInfoandEventInfo(discussed
in Section 4.2) to the agent networks using RMS. The subscription component is also responsible for receiv-
ing and presenting the event notifications forwarded from the MAs.

Event Filtering Component: The event filtering component is the core component of the monitoringsystem
and it constitutes the internal architecture of the monitoring agents, LMA or DMA. Its main functionality is
(1) receiving and processing filtering tasks delegated from the subscription component after decomposition
and allocation, and (2) inspecting incoming events based on the event attributes and the filters information
(i.e., filter internal representation) to determine if this event is interesting (detected) or irrelevant (rejected) [3].
This component operates on theevent filtering internal representationthat represent the monitoring informa-
tion such as consumers’ subscriptions and event specifications. The internal filtering representation can be
Direct Acyclic Graph (DAG) or Petri Nets (PN). In particular, because of the different roles of LMA and
DMA, LMAs use DAG, however, DMAs use PN in order to keep track of the event history.

Control Component: The control component is provided to support reactive control monitoring applications.
The main function of this component is to perform the actions specified ina filter program. There are four
types of actions supported by the monitoring architecture: program execution, information dissemination,
event generation and filter incarnation (see Figure 3). As shown in Figure 7, the control component has two
major subcomponents:dissemination servicewhich uses RMS to multicast information to the corresponding
consumers, and action service which is used to execute local or remote programs, send a new event and/or
perform filter incarnation (i.e., adding, modifying or deleting an existing filter).

5.2 Performance Evaluation

This section describes a performance evaluation study of the HiFi monitoring system. We conducted number
of benchmarking and simulation experiments to asses the applicationperturbation, scalabilityandlatencyof
HiFi. This section presents the numerical results as well as the conclusions obtained from this performance
study.

Application Perturbation Measurements: The application perturbation can be measured by the execution
time overhead caused by the monitoring operations including the ERS event reporting process, and monitor-
ing agents (LMAs and DMAs) operations. The first experiment is performed to evaluate the ERS overhead
with respect to the event length. In order to show the effect ofEventReport() in ERS, used for con-
structing and reporting events, we compare its overhead with the traditional Cprintf() function which
is frequently used by programmers as a simplest way for debugging and inspecting the program state and
behavior. Figure 8 shows that the overhead ofEventReport() is very comparable withprintf() and
ranges between 100 to 200 microseconds based on the event length. This figure also shows that ERS overhead
grows slowly (about 2% per event attribute) when the event length is increased.

We then measured the actual overhead caused by the monitoring system including reporting time (ERS pro-
cessing), primitive event filtering time (LMAs Processing), event correlation time (DMAs Processing), UNIX
socket communication and the RMS communication. In order to measure this experimentally, we use a filter
correlation example calledHelloWorldfilter. In this experiment, two event emulation processes called Ran-
dom Event Generator (REG) are used to generate up to 5000 events randomly using Bernoulli distribution.
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Both REG processes are located in different hosts (Sun Sparc 5 running Solaris 2.5) in the same 10 Mbps
Ethernet LAN. At each event time, REG process may choose to generate or not generateHello or World
events2 with a probability ofP . Each REG program is connected to an LMA residing in the same machine.
The the DMA send a notification message to the manager if bothHello event andWorldevent have the same
sequence number (TStamp) but generated from two different REG processes (i.e., machines).

In these experiments, REG programs are fist run without instrumentation or monitoring. Then programs are
instrumented and run in HiFi environment to detect the event of interest.

Figure 9-A depicts the results of this experiment with various eventgeneration probabilities (P ). Several
techniques are developed to minimize the application perturbation including dynamic signalingandevents
batching. Using dynamic signaling, ERS only generates the events which are contained in the expressions
of any existing filter. Other events which are defined but not used in any filter program are suppressed by
ERS, even if they are invoked by event producers. The event batching is amechanism to buffer more events
before sending them and it is used ifDelayedmode is selected in HESL as described in Section 2. The
implementation description for such techniques can be found in [1].

To measure the effect of dynamic signaling, the REG programs were changed such that 50% of the generated
events are filtered out by ERS. And to measure the impact of both dynamic signaling and event batching with
maximum of 5 events, REG and ERS programs has been changed to reflect this effect (see the code in [1]).
Figure 9-A shows a substantial improvement in reducing the application perturbation. These experiments
also show a low perturbation figure, less than 8%, whenP as low as 0.1 which what we believe a typical
program generate in distributed environment. It is important to mention that UNIX and RMS communication
primitives are the primary source of overhead in the monitoring operation. This is explained by the high2They are 8 attributes long.
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Figure 9: A) Application Perturbation Analysis. B) Scalability with Number of Event Producers.

latency figures (in order of milliseconds). Regardless, filtering throughput is relatively high (in order of hun-
dreds of milliseconds) and event generation time is negligible (in microseconds) [1].

Scalability Analysis: Our approach for evaluating the scalability of HiFi is by measuring the impact of
increasing the event frequency and number of event producers on the mean response time or the monitoring
latency. In this paper, we present the later case since the results are similar. Themonitoring latencyis the
elapsed time between the event occurrence and the manager notification. In these experiments, we developed
simulation routines to compare the Mean Response Time (MRT) [12] (monitoring latency) of hierarchical
filtering approach with the centralized and decentralized monitoring approaches.The simulation routines
assume that event arrivals (�) are experimentally distributed, and the average monitoring/filtering service rate
(�) of an agent is8000 events/second which was experimentally derived from a benchmarking experiments
of LMA filtering.

Therefore, the mean response time (MRT) for each architecture is as follows:MRTcentralized = (1=�)=(1 � (f � N)=�) such that� = f � N wheref is the event frequency
andN the number of event producers. In decentralized monitoring architecture, there are two levels of
processing/filtering: in the producer agent, and in the centralized monitoring node. Thus,MRTdecentralized = (1=�)=(1� (f=�)) + (1=�)=(1� ((f � 0:5 �N)=�))
However, in HiFi which is hierarchical filtering-based monitoring architecture), the latency is:Latecnyhierarchical = EGT + LFT +Ph�1i=1 (DFTi + C) where hierarchy height:h = dlogx(N)e
such thatx: branching factor andN : number of producers. TheEGT andC can be neglected since it is a
comparison study. Thus, the mean response time can be expressed as follows:MRThierarchical = (1=�)=(1� ((0:5 � f)=M)) +Ph�1i=1 ((1=�i)=(1� ((f � 0:5 � x)=�i)))
The first factor represents the LMA filtering and the second represent the DMA filtering. Notice that the
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LMA receives only 0.5*f of the event since 50% of such event on average are filtered by ERS. Since not
every event is necessarily forwarded up all the way in the DMA hierarchy, we calculate the MRT considering
three different probabilities for forwarding an event:10%; 50% and90% of the events are forwarded. We
also assume that there are 10 LMAs maximum are connected to one DMA in any domain (x = 10).

The simulation results of MRT verses number of producers of three approaches are depicted in and Figure 9-
B. The event frequency (f ) is considered20 events per second. The figure shows the high superiority of
the response time (latency) of the hierarchical architecture over the centralized and decentralized ones. The
saturation points in the figures indicates a buffer overflow and indefinite response time since� > 1 in this
case. The hierarchical architecture with probability 0.9 is still superiorover the other architecture because of
the use of dynamic signaling. The figures also shows that the MRT of hierarchical architecture grow slowly
with respect of number of producers. In fact, the “jump points” in hierarchical graphs in Figure 9-B represent
creating a new level in the hierarchy to accommodate additional producers. These figures also show that the
centralized and decentralized approaches have a better MRT than the hierarchical when event frequency is
low and very small number of event producers exist in the system.

6 HiFi Monitoring Example: Steering of Distributed Multi-point Ap -
plication

The HiFi monitoring system is used in a number of applications such as debugging, fault recovery and ap-
plication steering of distributed multimedia systems. As a case study, we used HiFi for managing an IRI
system which is an interactive distributed multimedia system for distance learning. IRI provides a collabo-
rative virtual classroom environment via two-way real-time video and audio, global pointer, tool sharing and
event synchronization. Reliable multicasting is a fundamental componentin interactive multi-party multime-
dia systems such as IRI [15]. IRI uses Reliable Multicast Server (RMS) described in [2] to deliver reliable
group communication to its tools. One of the major goals of using a HiFi monitoring system in IRI is to col-
lect statistics on the RMS performance, that enables steering and tuning RMS atrun-time. This integration
of RMS and management capabilities has a significant impact on improving the performance of RMS and
thereby improving QoS attained by the multi-party multimedia applications. One of the problems that we
experienced with RMS, which is a token-based protocol, is the effect of slow members (e.g., machines) in
group communication. A machine is described as a slow machine if its receiving rate is ”much” less than than
the other members in the group. This, for example, could be the case if amachine is overloaded with jobs
or has low hardware capabilities. In this case, a slow machine could typicallyslow down the communication
in the entire group because the sender transmission rate, in RMS, eventually adapts to the rate of the slowest
receiver, even though other members are capable of handling higher transmission rates. This causes a serious
problem in interactive distance learning applications such IRI where machines in various sites could have
different configurations and capabilities [15]. Some of the solutionsthat has been proposed to handle slow
members include: (1) Disconnecting slow members from the virtual classroom completely, or (2) Isolating
the slow members by transferring them to a different multicast group that obtains lower quality of service
(e.g. low video quality) in the same virtual classroom [20]. Developing a solution for slow members in mul-
ticast groups is beyond the focus of this paper. However, the effectiveuse of HiFi is presented in thedynamic
discoveryof slow members (machines) during an IRI session and theautomatic feedbackto the RMS senders
which make the proper management decision, accordingly. The criteria of slow members is defined based on
the user specifications. For example, the user (or manager) may define a slow member whose performance is
below a certain threshold. In our example below, the RMS sender acts as a manager and sends the threshold
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EVENT= f ModuleName=RMS,FuncName=McastSend,Immediate;

Machine=“ANY”, Domain=“ANY”, threshold= ANY g McastSend.
EVENT= f ModuleName=RMS,FuncName=McastRecv,Immediate;

Machine=“ANY”, Domain=“ANY”, KBrec= ANY, NackSch=ANY g McastRec.
EVENT= f ModuleName=DMA,FuncName=ANY,Immediate;

Machine=“ANY”, Domain=“ANY”, KBrec= ANY, NackSch=ANY g DomAVG.
FILTER = [(McastSend ^McastRec)];[(McastRec: ctr = LMAs ^McastRec:NackSch > McastSend:threshold)];[CalcAvg;DomAV G;FORWARD]; Slow Memebrs FILTER:
FILTER = [DomAV G];[DomAV G: ctr = DMAs];[UpdateThrehold; McastSend]; Update Threhold FILTER:

Figure 10: HiFi Application Steering Example

information. Figure 10 shows theevent (HESL)and thefilter (HFSL) specification used to discover slow
members in IRI. Each RMS receiver is instrumented (using HiFi) to sendMcastRecevent that contains the
machine name, the domain name total bytes received (KBrec), and number of NACKsscheduled (NackSch)
such thatNackSch = Number of NacksSent+Number of NacksCancelled.
Because of NACK suppression mechanism [6], the number ofNackSch gives more accurate estimation of
thedrop ratethan number of Nacks sent. TheMcastRec event is sent periodically based on time limit or
maximum number of bytes received. In IRI, RMS receivers sendMcastRec event after each 512K bytes
received. And the RMS senders sendMcastSend to indicate the drop rate threshold (threshold) in the
group. However, because the threshold value is dynamic and may be determined from the overall perfor-
mance of the participants, another filter is used to provide a feedback on theoverall drop rate average to
senders which consequently re-adjust the threshold value, accordingly. EachLMA forwards McastSend
andMcastRec primitive events to its DMA that evaluates the filter expression uponreceiving both events.
Figure 10 presents the filters in Petri Nets (PN) representation as constructed by DMAs. The first filter,
Slow Members FILTER, waits to receive oneMcastSend andMcastRec events from all LMAs in the
domain. Then, the filter expression is evaluated. Thectr and LMAs are HiFi reserved key words and
used to denote the number of the event occurrences and the number of LMAs inthe domain, respectively.
The number of event occurrences is represented byLMAs and DMAs in the PN arch. The filter expression
evaluates totrue if all RMS receivers in the domain sendMcastRec event and the NackSch of one re-
ceiver or more is higher than the threshold. If the event and filter expressions become true, then three actions
are performed (1) the average scheduled Nacks for receivers in same domain is calculated (CalcAVG), (2)
theDomAVG event is sent to the containing DMA to reveal the domain average, (3) theMcastRec event
that matches the slow member criteria represented in the filter expression (i.e., NackSch< threshold) is
forwarded to the manager (RMS sender). The second filter,Update Threshold FILTER, receives the
DomAVG events from the DMAs and then calculate the total NackSch average, update the threshold and send
theMcastSend with new threshold to the LMAs/DMAs again. This filter can be a DMA task, instead of
RMS senders. However, users must provide the actionUpdateThreasholdto this DMA which then can take
care of updating the threshold dynamically while the RMS senders can take care of managing slow members
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problem. The slow members and NackSch average information are collected fromeach receiver via LMAs
and then combined and propagated in hierarchical fashion via DMAs to the RMS of the sender. In addition
to the dynamic information feedback service offered in this example, thismechanism is scalable because it
avoids the notifications implosion that may occur whenMcastRec are forwarded to one RMS sender. Fur-
thermore, distributing the processing load such as calculating the average drop rate contributes to the system
performance. We developed more tuning and steering examples to discover andreact to some performance
problems in multi-point multimedia applications which are presented in [1].

7 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper describes the model, design, implementation and performance evaluation of HiFi monitoring
architecture for large-scale distributed systems such as Internet-based distributed services. In such application
environment, the monitoring system must bescalableto handle a large number of event producers, highly
re-configurableto handle dynamic modification of consumer requests,adaptiveto accommodate changes in
the application behavior, and employs anefficientfiltering mechanism in order to reduce the event traffic
propagation and minimize the monitoringintrusiveness.

HiFi monitoring system presents new techniques to improve scalability, performance and dynamism and
minimize the application perturbation. HiFi employs distributed hierarchical filtering architecture that sig-
nificantly improves the monitoring scalability and performance. The scalability simulation results shows an
improvement of 37% and 29% (on average) of HiFi mean response time over centralized and decentralized
architecture, respectively, with the increase of event producers. The primary source for these improvements
is attributable to the distribution of monitoring load among theLMA and DMA groups which alleviates
performance bottlenecks and increases concurrency of monitoring tasks. It also enables the localization of
event filtering and classification in the area from which the events originate, which is necessary for reducing
monitoring intrusiveness. HiFi’s dynamic signaling and event batching techniques significantly minimize
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the application perturbation to about 50%. HiFi supportsfilter incarnationwhich is a novel technique to
provide programmable (active) management tasks which are capable of re-directing the monitoring tasks au-
tomatically based on the application behavior. The filter incarnation enablesthe monitoring requests to be
self-directed and when certain events have been detected. In this paper, we demonstrate an example of using
HiFi for monitoring and steering a reliable distributed multicast server (RMS).

Although HiFi is developed and used in real-life applications, it remains a prototype monitoring system.
Many open issues remain to be addressed by the HiFi research plan. These include: the integration of fault
tolerance to make HiFi resilient to network and application failures; improved filter incarnation mechanisms
to provide higher abstraction such that users can specify the ultimate monitoring target without having to
specify intermediate monitoring tasks; and an extended monitoring language and architecture that addresses
temporal event relations.
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A APPENDIX A
Monitoring Language Specifications<Event> ::= EVENT = <Event Body>.<Event Body> ::= <Prim Event> j<CompEvent><Prim Event> ::= f<Fix Att> ; <Var Att>g <Event Name><CompEvent> ::= (<Prim Event> <Event Op> <CompEvent> ) j

(<Prim Event> <Event Op><Prim Event> )<Fix Att> ::= ModuleName= <String>,
FuncName=<String>, <ReportMode><ReportMode> ::= Immediate j Delayedj<PrNumber><Var Att> ::= <Predicate> ,<Var Att> j<Predicate><Predicate> ::= <Att Name> <Relation> <Value><Event Op> ::= ^ j _ j �<Relation> ::= < j> j= j 6= j � j �<Value> ::= <Number> j<String><Event Name> ::= <Att Name> ::= <String>

Table 1: High-level Event Specification Language (HESL)<Filter> ::= FILTER = <Filter Body><Filter Body> ::= [<Event Expr>]; [<Filter Expr>]; [<Actions>];<Filter Name>.<Event Expr> ::= ( <Event Name> <Event Op> <EventExpr> )j<Event Name><Filter Expr> ::= ( <Predicate> <Filter Op><Filter Expr> )j<Predicate> j TRUE<Predicate> ::= ( <PredAtt> <Relation> <PredAtt> )j ( <PredAtt> <Relation> <Value> )<PredAtt> ::= <Event Name>.<Att Name><Filter Op> ::= <EventOp><Actions> ::= <Action> ; <Actions><Filter Name> ::= <ProgramName> ::= <String>
Table 2: High-level Filter Specification Language (HFSL)
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<Action> ::= <Exec> j<Event Name> j<Filter Rinc> j<Filter Register> j FORWARD<Exec> ::= <Path Name> <Program Name><Path Name> ::= <String> / <Path Name> j<String> /<Program Name> ::= <String><Filter Register> ::= <Identifier> =<Att Name><Filter Reinc> ::= ADD <Filter>; <Filter Reinc> j
DEL <Filter>; <Filter Reinc> j
MOD <New Filter>; <Filter Reinc> j
ADD <Filter>; j DEL <Filter>; j MOD <Filter>;<New Filter> ::= <Filter>.EX= <Event Expr> j<Filter>.FX= <Filter Expr> j<Filter>.EX= <EventExpr>; <Filter>.FX= <Filter Expr>

Table 3: High-level Action Specification Language (HASL)

<EnvSpecs> ::= <Domain>; <EnvSpecs> j<Domain>& <ModuleSpecs>j<Domain> @<SuperDomainInfo> & <ModuleSpecs><Domain> ::= <DomainName> =<MachineList><SuperDomainInfo> ::= <SuperDomain> ; <SuperDomainInfo> j <SuperDomain><SuperDomain> ::= <SuperDomainName> =<DomainList><DomainList> ::= <DomainName>, <DomainList> j <DomainName>j<SuperDomainName>, <DomainList> j<SuperDomainName><ModuleSpecs> ::= <Module>; <ModuleSpecs> j <Module>;<Module> ::= <ModuleName> =<ModuleInfo>j<ModuleName> = *<ModuleInfo> ::= <ModuleLoc>, <ModuleInfo> j<ModuleLoc><ModuleLoc> ::= <DomainName> j<MachineName>j<DomainName> � f<MachineList>g<MachineList> ::= <MachineName>, <MachineList> j<MachineName>
Table 4: Environment Specification Language (ESL)
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